Protests in the most recent Nigerian End SARS movement began on October 4, 2020, sparked by a video that spread on social media of a man allegedly being killed by someone in this police force. Thousands of people protested, expressing their anger over the harassment and extrajudicial killings by this Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS), and demanding for the Federal government to abolish SARS, with the movement gaining support internationally as well. The government ordered the immediate dissolution of the task force on October 11 soon after protests erupted, but local activists remained concerned following this order because the offices of this unit were redeployed into other police units. The protest movement quickly evolved into broader demands for police reform, greater respect for human rights, respect for democracy, the strengthening of educational and health systems, and job creation. The UN Human Rights Commission has reported that economic inequality has reached extreme levels as nearly 70% of the national population lives below the poverty line. These protests' demands for governmental reform come at a time when public frustration with the quality of the country’s institutions and social services are high. The power of this decentralized movement in raising awareness and organizing around social change is suspected by analysts to have a significant impact on the political landscape of the country going into the 2023 elections.

**Methods**

1. Pre-End SARS protest incidents in October 2020 were mapped and joined to the underlying municipal boundaries. Protest counts were normalized by population per state to calculate protest rate per 100,000 people.
2. Data for each of the six socioeconomic indicators (child labor, child marriage, HIV/AIDS prevalence, adult literacy, antenatal care, and unemployment) were mapped and ranked normalized by population per state to calculate protest rate per 100,000 people.

**Results**

1. The state with the highest number of End SARS protests was Lagos. After normalizing this by population, the state with the highest protest rate per 100,000 people was in Federal Capital Territory (Abuja).
2. The states that were within the highest ranking of socioeconomic vulnerability were Bauchi, Combe, Katsina, Niger, Sokoto, Yobe, and Zamfara. Of these, the highest ranking vulnerability was Yobe. When analyzing the correlation between each of the indicators and the protest locations, the R squared values don’t indicate strong relationships, positive or negative. However, the trend lines of the scatterplots depict that the strongest of these is a negative correlation amongst those states whose women had no antenatal care visits and protest density. The second strongest is a positive correlation amongst the states with higher rates of adult literacy and protest density. In general, however, there are a significant number of outliers for each of the socioeconomic indicators and do not support the notion that there are consistent correlations between quality of life and rate of End SARS protests during this time period. Other indicators to examine could be the differences between urban and rural populations, as well as household access to internet or mobile phone ownership - both of which would support protestor mobilization and perhaps signify greater protest density.

**Limitations**

The data available for socioeconomic indicators by state in Nigeria is limited, the most recent dataset available for each indicator varies greatly from 2007 to 2017. Further, the ACLED dataset of protest incidents may have missed attributing several occurrences to the pre-End SARS movement, which would have affected the accuracy of protest density in each state. Additional analysis may benefit from including protest incidents from November as well. Lastly, the most recent population data was collected by the Nigerian National Bureau of Statistics in 2016, but the 2020 population data will affect each state’s normalized protest rate.

**Data Sources**

- Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED) for protest incidents data (October 2020)
- ESRI for world map boundaries
- Contextual information about the End SARS movement comes from Olufwele Ojewale’s “Youth protests for police reform in Nigeria: Contextual information about the End SARS movement come from Oluwole Ojewale’s "Youth protests for police reform in Nigeria: Preparing Nigeria for the future" (Brockings, October 28, 2020) and Stephanie Busari’s “Protests and quality of life: Demanding for justice” (CNN, October 25, 2020)